WRESTLING TEAM ENDS SUCCESSFUL YEAR

Varsity Matmen Outscore Opponents Although No Veterans Started Season

By Paul Keough '29

Starting out without veterans or coach, the Varsity wrestlers gradually improved throughout the season, winding up with a second place in the New England Intercollegiates. The record of the team, with five wins and as many losses, is not startling, but the Institute felt that it was represented by men who made a remarkable showing under the circumstances.

At the beginning of the year, grapplers were assisted by Fred Green, last year's captain, who took charge of the coaching until Jack Albright was obtained. After less than three weeks under Albright's tutelage, the team moved to Great Barrington at the Boston Y. M. C. A. gym and went down to defeat by the scores of 17 to 16. Johnson and Harris fought for the individual team when they threw their opponents.

Against Tufts, the Tech team again lost but the meet in the last bout, the final score being 14 to 10. John and Freda scored falls in this meet, and Colleen and Burke held the Cardinal and Gray total when they gained decisions.

This was one of the biggest victories of the year, as Harvard has an unusually strong team.

In the next two meets, the grapplers won into a disappointing slump, being swamped by Yale at New Haven, 32 to 6 score, and falling to a point almost identical in a meet in the Houston Gym. The two previous meets were won by 28 to 6, winning five bouts by falls.

Cross country and distance track meets have been having some strenuous workouts on the grass course lately trying to keep pace with Captain-elect Akerley. Akerly bids fair to be a good leader for the Cardinal and Gray unit.

With the search for high jumpers still prevalent on the track team it is wonder each man as "Bob" Doxie and Holton, who, it is rumored, com-   
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The Oxford oarsmen have substituted
their form. "Old Levi" for light racing craft. The

George P. Smith in his first trip. The mat-

men overwhelmed their opponents by
the score of 28 to 6, winning five
bouts by falls.

"Gain Velcoy Over Harvard." Embarrassed by their victory, the New England Intercollegiate champions of last year, the team once again lost the meet in the last bout, being swamped by Yale at New Haven, 32 to 6 score, and falling to a point almost identical in a meet in the Houston Gym. The
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